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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Mental retardation is a disorder that affects the lives of many individuals and their families 

worldwide. The underlying causes are heterogeneous and despite efforts to reveal them, the 

aetiology remains unknown for 50% of cases.  

 Estimates of the prevalence of MR have varied between one and three percent in different 

studies, because of differences in definition, classification and approach to ascertainment. 

Most studies show that MR is about 30% more prevalent in males than females suggesting 

that XLMR is an important contributor to MR. Previous studies estimated that XLMR has a 

prevalence of 1.83 males (Herbst et al., 1980).   

The aim of the thesis was the ascertainment, diagnostic evaluation and gene mapping of South 

Australian families with possible XLMR. The South Australian Clinical Genetics Service�s 

database (Kintrak) identified 33 families with possible XLMR of unknown cause.  The 

clinical features and diagnostic evaluation of these families were documented.  

Six of these families were large enough for linkage mapping but only 2 of them agreed to 

participate in the current study. For one family the gene was localised between markers 

DXS8067 and DXS1062. Two candidate genes within the linkage interval, PHF6 and GRIA3 

were screened for a mutation but no pathological mutation was found. The linkage mapping 

of the second family is still in progress. One of the 33 families was suspected to have 

Borjeson-Forssman-Lehmann syndrome and was screened for PHF6 but no mutation was 

found.      

Tarpey et al. (2007) identified protein truncating mutations in UPF3B in some patients with 

Lujan Fryns Syndrome (XLMR with Marfanoid body build). Therefore, the South Australian 

Clinical Genetics Service�s database (Kintrak) was searched for males with a diagnosis of MR 



 

and Marfanoid body build and 14 individuals were found. They were screened for mutations 

in UPF3B gene but no pathological mutation was found. 
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS 

 
 

A, C, G, T        -        nucleotides: adenine, cytosine, guanine, thymine 

AGRF              -        Australian Genome Research Facility   

Array CGH      -        array comparative genomic hybridisation 

ARHGEF6      -         Rac/Cdc42 guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) 

ARX                -         aristaless related homeobox 

ATRX             -         alpha thalassemia/mental retardation syndrome 

BAC                -         bacterial artificial chromosome 

BLAST           -          basic local alignment search tool 

bp                    -         base pairs 

ûC                    -        degrees centigrade 

cDNA             -         complementary deoxyribonucleic acid 

cm                   -         centimetre 

cM                  -         centiMorgans    

CNPs              -         copy number polymorphisms 

CT                  -         computed tomography 

DNA              -          deoxyribonucleic acid 

dNTP             -          deoxynucleoside triphosphate 

EDTA            -          ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid 

ESD               -          esterase D 

FGFR            -           fibroblast growth factor receptor 

FISH              -          fluorescence in situ hybridisation 



 

gDNA            -         genomic DNA 

GOLD SA     -         Genetics Of Learning Disability South Australia 

GRIA3          -          glutamate receptor, ionotrophic, AMPA 3 

IMVS            -          Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science  

IQ                  -          intelligence quotient 

Kb                 -          kilobase pairs 

LCL               -          lymphoblastoid cell line 

Lod                -          logarithm of the odds 

Mb                -          megabase 

MgCl2               -                 magnesium chloride 

MR               -          mental retardation 

MRI             -           Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

mRNA          -          messenger RNA 

MRX            -          non-specific X linked mental retardation 

MRXS          -          specific X linked mental retardation 

NCBI           -           National Centre for Biotechnology Information 

NSXLMR   -            non syndromic X linked mental retardation 

OMIM         -           Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man 

ORF             -           open reading frame 

PAC             -           p1 artificial chromosome 

PCR             -           polymerase chain reaction 

RNA             -          ribonucleic acid 

rpm               -          revolutions per minute 

RT                 -         reverse transcriptase 

SNP               -         single nucleotide polymorphism 



 

SXLMR         -         syndromic X linked mental retardation 

U                    -         units 

WCH             -         Women�s and Children�s Hospital (North Adelaide) 

XLMR           -         X linked mental retardation 

YAC               -        yeast artificial chromosome 

µg                    -        microgram 

µl                     -        microlitre 
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